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20+ years of digital transformation has made shopping 

easier. For consumers. It’s the other way around for brands. 

The constant technology arms race led by e-commerce 

giants has brought online sellers an uneasy backwind.

Shoppers expect personalized offers and a high-touch 

approach with whatever channel they use.



And they get these from the 
e-commerce leaders like

Stitch Fix

Personalized discounts



Zalando

Airbnb

Digital gift cards

 Double-sided refer a friend campaigns



Uber

Glossier

 Double-sided refer a friend campaigns

Affiliate marketing with unique tracking codes



These online-first companies are winning the customers’ loyalty by 

mastering data-driven personalized promotions.

What is the common thread?

Personalized Coupons Digital Gifts Cards Multi-level Referral 

Programs

Cart-level Promotions Customizable Loyalty 

Programs



Personalized promotions win the 
market and make shoppers stay loyal 
to a brand.

• Reduced acquisition cost

• Increased loyalty 

• Repeat sales

• Sparse data sources

• Ever-changing purchase trends

• New sales channels 

Promotion personalization obstacles 
digital teams have to overcome:

But personalized promo campaigns require heavy investments in software development. i



Launch multiple promotional scenarios for specific customer 

segments, order amount & structure, and timeline

Imagine a software team dedicated to 
your promotion technology but at a 
fraction of the cost

Connect any current or future CRM, e-commerce infrastructure, 

and distribution channels in hours

Track promotions’ performance with the intuitive dashboard



Powerful API to kick-start any promotional scenario with any marketing 

channel.

Imagine you could streamline the 
collaboration between marketing and 
software teams



Marketer Dashboard to let marketers manage and track promotions on 

their own.

Promotion Engine to distribute and validate promotion offers at the right 

time



Promotion Management System for Digital Teams of All Scales. 

Our mission is to help forward-thinking companies build a scalable 

and affordable promotion infrastructure, enabling your success by 

empowering your developers.

Voucherify & Clients

YES.FIT

Yes.Fit creates interactive virtual challenges 

based on the places, stories, and heroes 

people love. Their primary goal is to motivate 

runners around the globe to fitness. They 

achieve this by providing the community with 

a virtual infrastructure to track and reward 

those who have completed a race.

BOOK A TIGER

In BOOK A TIGER we needed a platform 

where we could manage our vouchers 

through a robust API, with a simple client-

side integration and where our Marketing 

Department could create and manage 

campaigns through a straightforward and 

functional UI. These requirements were fully 

met with Voucherify. Along the way, we also 

discovered new features inside this platform 

(especially third-party integrations) that 

additionally help us to make our work easier 

and our campaigns smarter.



Current & future 
leaders choose Voucherify

In BOOK A TIGER we needed a platform where we could manage our vouchers through 

a robust API, with a simple client-side integration and where our Marketing Department 

could create and manage campaigns through a simple and functional UI. These 

requirements were fully met with Voucherify. 

Matias Bonet
CTO BOOK A TIGER

Voucherify offers a robust solution at a very competitive price. Their support team has 

been fabulous - they are responsive and quick to answer any questions that have come up.

Alona (Lerman) Stern
SR PRODUCT MANAGER FREIGHTOS

What is not to love? Not only did we streamline processes and become more efficient, but 

we were able to do it at a fraction of the cost of other alternatives.

Kannan Reghu
GROVER

1M 99.9%48+
paying customers 

worldwide

2M
countries monthly generated 

coupons

monthly 

redemptions

Keyfigures



Rspective - founded in 2013 by Paweł Rychlik, Tomasz Pindel, and Michał 

Sędzielewski. We created rspective to leverage and channel our back 

then 5+ years experience in large-scale software delivery for clients 

across Europe. From day one, we have focused on e-commerce, offering 

consulting and software services.

Company & Backstory

Over the years, rspective has managed to gain the trust of some of the most innovative and fast-

growing German companies including Book A Tiger, Friendsurance, Uberall, ShareIQ, Grover, 

Kontist, Jodel, MeinUnterricht.de but also enterprises like SAS. This is reflected in 5-star customer 

reviews on the independent review platform - Clutch.

We are a team of 30 experts, focused on delivering software products for e-commerce and CRM, 

including marketing automation, customer experience, sales, CMS. Rspective’s solutions are often 

based on leading software platforms including cloud providers like Salesforce (more than 5 large-

scale deployments), Zuora (accredited partner), or Zendesk.

In 2016, we channeled our new experience once again and created Voucherify - an API-first 

promotion personalization platform. On the verge of 2019, we are committed to turning Voucherify 

into a modern customer acquisition, retention, and loyalty platform using personalized promotions.



Contact us

Mike Sedzielewski, CMO

mike@voucherify.io

+48 791 982 510

Our team is ready to assist you 

with any questions related to 

digital promotions and marketing 

technology in general.

voucherify.io

Follow us on social media

facebook.com/voucherify.io

linkedin.com/company/voucherifyio

twitter.com/voucherifyio

github.com/voucherifyio

medium.com/voucherify

@rspective.official


